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Abstract: This paper presents literature review on Systems of Systems (SoS), a type of complex systems that are being more recognised for their importance recently. SoS exist across multiple domains, and thus multiple visions of what they are and how they are used. Traditional systems engineering is not enough to address the challenges of SoS because of their complexity. The solution however to build and manage SoS is through an architecture framework that contains the “invariants” of the SoS in question, and the set of rules that manage the interactions between components.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the evolution of systems, the engineering effort dedicated to hardware vs. software have had a dramatic shift. At the start the effort was mainly on hardware development, with a little focus on software, whereas now the software part is dominant [Maier et al. (2000)]. Along side this shift, the value of information is in a constant increase, and communication between different systems has led to an emergence of a new types of systems, that rose from the collaboration between independent systems, that share a common objective. This new type of systems is usually referred to as Systems of Systems (SoS), and it exists in almost every domain of applications [Mohsen et al. (2016)]. Systems of Systems offer capabilities that are not achievable practically in a single system, they have no single point failure, and continue to work even in a dynamical environment. So far there is no universally accepted definition of SoS, however these systems share characteristics that distinguish them from other complex systems.

This paper presents some of the work done in the literature on SoS, Section 2 lists some of the different definitions, with a special definition based on the characteristics of SoS and its components, Section 3 contains some of the most important characteristics of SoS, devided into two categories: SoS characteristics on the upper level, and Components characteristics, on the lower level. Even though SoS share the same characteristics, some attributes change from system to another, that’s why, based on objectives, governance, and the inter-relationship between components, SoS are classified into four types, listed in Section 4. An important question arises whether it is possible, facing the new challenges of SoS, to use traditional methods to build and manage SoS, Sections 5 and 6 help answering to this question, by showing the differences between traditional systems engineering requirements, and SoS engineering requirements, and introduce the principle of architecting of a SoS. Section 7 introduce the concept of frameworks, and lists some of the used frameworks in SoS. Finally, Section 8 closes this paper with a conclusion.

2. SOS DEFINITION

Systems of systems can be found in almost every domain of application, in health-care [Hate (2009)], defense [DoD (2008)], transportation [Maier. (1997)], etc.. This diversity proved to be a problem, since every domain has its own definition for SoS. Some of these definitions are:

Definition 1: Enterprise systems of systems engineering is focused on coupling traditional systems engineering activities with enterprise activities of strategic planning and investment analysis [Carlock and Fenton (2001)].

Definition 2: SoS integration is a method to pursue development, integration, interoperability, and optimization of systems to enhance performance in future battlefield scenarios [Pei (2000)].

Definition 3: A SoS is every object that biology studies. [Jacob (1974)].

The above definitions mainly explain the use of SoS in specific domains, and cannot be used to establish a general definition of SoS. Another type of definitions exists, which describe SoS regardless of the domain. Below we state a few:

Definition 4: A set of several independently acquired systems, each under a nominal systems engineering process; these systems are interdependent and form in their combined operation a multifunctional solution to an overall coherent mission [Eisner et al. (1991)].
Belonging:

The autonomy of components encloses both [DiMario (2010)] and [Gorod et al. (2008)]. Below is a list of some of the characteristics of SoS and its components, they were gathered from [Maier (1996)], and by studying such systems, we actually can infer some of SoS is still immature, but we are surrounded by them, X tells if they belong.

This division is important for us, because it will help us tell if X is a SoS or not? The latter definitions are more useful in answering this question. However, one definition stands out from the others, which is based on the characteristics of the components of the SoS, comes from [Maier (1996)], in which he states:

Definition 8: A system-of-systems is an assemblage of components which individually may be regarded as systems, and which possesses two additional properties:

- **Operational Independence of the Components:** The component systems must be able to usefully operate independently.
- **Managerial Independence of the Components:** The component systems are separately acquired and integrated but maintain a continuing operational existence independent of the system-of-systems.

3. SOS CHARACTERISTICS

This diversity of SoS pose a problem when trying to find a common definition. However, as a starting point, a quick analysis of the different definitions shows us that a SoS can be divided into two parts: the global system, which is the result of the gathering of the components, and the components themselves. This division is important for us, because it will help us tell if X is a SoS or not. How? Well even though the study of SoS is still immature, but we are surrounded by them, and by studying such systems, we actually can infer some characteristics of both parts (SoS and components).

Below a list of some of the characteristics of SoS and its components, they were gathered from [Maier (1996)], [DiMario (2010)] and [Gorod et al. (2008)].

3.1 Components Characteristics

**Autonomy:** The autonomy of components encloses both operational and managerial independence. In another word, the components can and will choose their decisions based on their interests.

**Heterogeneity:** A direct consequence of the “managerial independence” mentioned in Definition 2. The components must be managed by different parties.

**Belonging:** The components must belong to the SoS based on their choice, even though this belonging will lose them part of their autonomy, but this loss will be compensated by the wins they will get from the SoS, which is the exact reason why they choose to belong.

3.2 Global Characteristics

**Evolution:** The autonomy of the components, means that they have the ability to evolve and change, regardless of the SoS. On the other hand, SoS work in an unpredictable, dynamic environment. All of that, in addition to the fact that a SoS’s objectives change as well, leads to an ever evolving system, that must adapt to account for internal, together with external changes.

**Emergence:** One of the most important characteristics of a SoS, and is inherited from complex systems. Simply: emergence is a behaviour of the global system, which is the result of the interaction between components, and is not a property of any of the components.

**Diversity:** SoS should offer a lot of functionalities.

4. SOS TYPES

The above characteristics may be used to classify a system as SoS or not. However, Maier in [Maier (1996)], goes beyond that and proposed three types for SoS, based on their objectives, governance, and the inter-relationship between the components. The three different types are:

- **Directed:** The system is built for a specific purpose, and centrally managed. An example would be the systems responsible of the development of the Future Combat Systems in the US Department of Defense (DoD) [Dahmann et al. (2008)].
- **Collaborative:** In this case, the components collaborate to fulfill the central objectives. In collaborative systems, the central management does not have the coercive power to run the system. An example would be the Intelligent Transport Systems [Maier. (1997)].
- **Virtual:** Virtual SoS emerges from the interaction between components, whereas the objectives are unknown, and there is no central authority. The system is maintained through invisible mechanisms. National economies can be classified as Virtual SoS. [Maier (1996)].

However, later, Dahmann et al. (2008) proposed a fourth type, **Acknowledged SoS**, which shares attributes from both Directed and Collaborative SoS. **Acknowledged SoS** were found in a lot of the DoD’s applications. These systems have a central management and resources for the SoS, but the components retain their full independence, and they are responsible of the changes in the SoS.

Fig. 1 shows the different types of SoS based on the following three attributes: Objectives, Governance, and the inter-relationship between components.
Fig. 2. Systems Engineering vs. SoS Engineering [Gorod et al. (2008)]

5. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING VS. SOS ENGINEERING

So far, we have seen that SoS are systems that have some characteristics that differentiate them from other types of systems. However, do these differences pose a problem if we try to build a SoS using traditional systems engineering (SE) principles?

Comparisons between traditional systems and SoS of [Rebovich. (2008)], [Gorod et al. (2008)], and the comparison between systems and Acknowledged SoS, shows that the current system engineering (SE) process is not enough to build and manage SoS.

Fig. 2 from [Gorod et al. (2008)] shows the major differences between SE and SoSE.

6. ENGINEERING VS. ARCHITECTING

The difficulties facing SoS come mainly from the fact that the components are independent, this means that they may undergo changes during their lifetime and during the run-time of the SoS they belong to, which were not foreseen when building the SoS. In addition to this, the objectives of SoS are always changing, undesirable emergent behaviors could appear in the system, the environment in which SoS are working is in constant change as well.

All of these difficulties, and much more, must be considered in design-time of the SoS. We still lack the engineering tools to address these problems, on the other hand, architecture offers more nonquantative tools that can help.

In Maier et al. (2000), the author explains the differences between Engineering and Architecting a system: “Engineering is a deductive process that deals with measurables using analytical tools, whereas Architecting on the other hand is an inductive process that deals with unmeasurables using nonquantative tools and “guidelines” based on practical lessons learned”.

These “guidelines” can be inferred from case studies performed on existing SoS (e.g. The internet, telephone networks) [Maier (2005)], and implemented in a framework that guides the construction of new SoS. The following section provides a brief description of frameworks, and lists some of the existing frameworks that were created for SoS, or being used to build SoS.

7. SOS FRAMEWORK

Complex evolving systems evolve more effectively and more rapidly if they have stable intermediate forms (invariants) [Rechtin (1991)]. This means that the SoS should be capable of operating before full deployment or construction is achieved [Maier (1996)], also means that the SoS should still operate even if some components left that system.

These “invariants” play an important role in the sustainability and evolving of SoS. Another important aspect of SoS is the communication between components, since components are managerially independent, the collaboration usually is done via information sharing between components. In [Maier (1998)], the author extracted four heuristics that serve as principles for architecting SoS:

- Stable intermediate forms: The system must have a continuous operation, even if it faces a sudden change in its configuration.
- Policy triage: Guidance in selection, support, and rejection of the components, in addition to standards.
- Ensuring collaboration: The reasons that induce components to collaborate must be designed into the system.

The fourth heuristic, “Leverage at the interfaces” is the most important when architecting a SoS, in a sense that the only way the authority can control the SoS behavior is by controlling how the components collaborate. This is done using a framework that contains rules on how, when, what, and with whom a component must communicate.

An architecture framework is: “a tool [...] that should describe a method for designing an information system in terms of a set of building blocks, and for showing how the building blocks fit together [...] It should also include a list of recommended standards and compliant products that can be used to implement the building blocks.” [TOGAF (2006)]

So, an architecture framework should contain a detailed description of the objectives of SoS, the components, the inter-relationship between them, and the rules that govern the SoS in question (the invariants). In addition, due to the complexity of SoS and the detailed description needed from a framework, it is hard to describe all the aspects of a SoS in a single-view framework [Cole (2009)], that’s why a good framework for SoS should use a multiview approach. Multiple frameworks exist, that are being used to manage and architect SoS, some of them are specifically made for SoS, others originally created for other purposes, are being used in SoS.

Despite their differences, SoS face similar challenges that need to be addressed by any framework that targets SoS. To benefit from this similarity, case studies on already established SoS, like the internet, the telephone networks,
etc, may help the designer to find solutions to some problems in his SoS, or may shed the light on unforeseen problems that might emerge in the future. [Gorod et al. (2014)] contains multiple case studies on systems that were built as SoS, and some lessons learned.

Some of the frameworks used for SoS are:

- The Zachman Framework [Zachman (1987)]
- The Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) [DoD (2007)]
- The Ministry of Defense Architecture Framework (MoDAF)
- System of Systems Operational Management Matrix (SoSOMM) [Gorod et al. (2007)]

The Zachman framework, originally made for enterprise architecture, was the first architecting framework with multiview descriptions, and was the inspiration of all the other frameworks [Cole (2009)]. The DoDAF is the framework used across the defense department in the United States, while the MoDAF is the one being used in the United Kingdoms, they have both a multiview approach, however the viewpoints are slightly different. The SoSOMM is a framework proposed in [Gorod et al. (2007)], which uses some of the best practices of network management and applies them along side some SoS guides, in order to build and manage SoS. SoSOMM still however needs practical validation [Gorod et al. (2007)].

8. CONCLUSIONS

System of systems is a new type of systems that is formed from the collaboration between its components, which by themselves are independent systems. SoS are applicable in almost any domain, and are known by their emergent behavior. Based on their objectives, governance, and the inter-relationship between components, SoS can be classified into four types: Directed, Acknowledged, Collaborative, and Virtual; In real applications however, a SoS may share attributes from multiple types. Classical systems engineering is not enough to address the challenges facing SoS. What is important in a SoS are invariants and communication between components. A good way to manage them in a SoS is a good “architecture framework”. Multiple frameworks exist, some are specifically made for SoS, others are from network management, or enterprise management.

Our understanding for SoS is growing, however a lot have to be done. A lot of challenges can’t be solved with the current methods and need specific SoS methods. Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge contains a special part about SoS, in which the interested reader can find a lot of important references on SoS (http://sebokwiki.org/wiki/Systems_of_Systems_(SoS)).
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